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Annual Senior Luncheon Planned; 
Format Altered to Meet New Needs
Rosary Hill students will be 
^wearing their St. Patrick’s Day 
green to the Senior Dinner this 
year. The traditional feast, usu­
ally a luncheon, has been plan­
ned for 1965 as a 7:00 dinner 
at the Treadway Inn, in Niagara 
Falls-on March 17.
Candlelit for the occasion, the 
ballroom of the Treadway will 
offer the opportunity for the 
underclassmen to “fete” the out­
going Senior Class.
As in the past, there will be a. 
presentation of the history of the 
Class of ’65, musically arranged 
by Lala DiPaolo, rehearsed by 
Judith Meyers, and the selection 
of the “Senior of the Day.”
The change from afternoon 
luncheon to evening dinner was 
explained by Chairman Elizabeth 
Rembold ’66: “This change . ... 
was initiated mainly because of 
another change at RHC—that is, 
the addition of an Elementary 
Education Concentration to our
curriculum. This new concentra­
tion added so greatly to the num­
ber of our students who would 
be unable to attend a luncheon 
because of their commitment off 
campus, that the Junior Class 
offered this change as the most 
reasonable solution to the prob­
lem.”
Although it is an evening af­
fair, the price of the dinner will 
remain at $3.50; tickets will be 
put on sale March 1.
General Chairman of the Din­
ner is Elizabeth Rembold ’66. 
Miss Rembold also commented 
that a solution to the resident 
transportation problem is being 
worked out. Co-operation is being 
asked from the day students in 
this phase of the dinner.
Other committee chairman in­
clude: Susan Stiller, Sheila Sul­
livan, Janice Leone, Ann Marie 
Kohler, Sheila Gillogly, Kathy 
Lagano, Carol Bartkowski, and 
Kathleen Lannon.
Preview of Buffalo Arts Festival: 
Randall Jarrell to Speak Here
“I suppose Rilke and Hardy 
are the best poets of this cen­
tury, in any language. Of poets 
alive now my favorites are Eliza­
beth Bishop and Randall Jarrell.” 
—-Robert Lowell.
Randall Jarrell will lecture here 
on March 4, 1965, at 8 p.m.
On March 5, 1965, at 4:30 p.m. 
Mr. Jarrell will participate in a 
seminar discussion of “Poetry To­
day” with Hugo Williams and Ro­
bert Creeley at the Gallery Audi­
torium, Albright-Knox Art Gal­
lery. David Posner of the State 
University of Buffalo will serve as 
moderator for the program, a 
part of the Buffalo Fine Arts 
Festival, February 27 - March 13.
A Prelude: Randall Jarrell, 
American poet and critic, was 
born in Nashville, Tennessee, on 
May 16, 1914. He took his B.A. 
and M.A. at Vanderbilt Univer­
sity, and turned to the twin pro­
fessions of writing and teaching. 
During the war, Mr. Jarrell 
served in the Army Air Corps.
In 1947, he accepted a per­
manent position as an associate 
professor at the Women’s College 
of the University of North Carol­
ina. Between times, Mr. Jarrell 
has lectured at the Salzburg 
Seminar and at Princeton Univer­
sity, among other places. He is 
also one of the fellows of the 
School of Letters at Indiana Uni­
versity.
Most of his early work was 
printed first in the literary re­
views. Mr. Jarrell’s works in­
clude the volumes of poetry, 
Blood for a Stranger; Little 
Friend, Little Friend; Loses; The 
Seven-League Crutches; and Se­
lected Poems; a collection of cri­
tical essays, Poetry and the Age; 




Judith Pesany, ’65, a Pre-Med 
chemistry concentrator, was ac­
cepted for graduate study at the 
State University of New York 
School of Medicine at Syracuse.
As a junior, Judy was accep­
ted at the Women’s Medical Col­
lege of Philadelphia, but declin­
ed in deference of completing 
her undergraduate studies at 
Rosary Hill.
To co-ordinate medical theory 
with practice, she began work­
ing for a neuropathologist at 
Meyer Memorial Hospital two 
years ago. She still works for 
him.
A Dean’s List student for 
seven semesters, Judy represents 
the senior class in the Senate.
R H C  Players Contribute 
To Canisius Little Theatre
On February 18, 1965 the Can­
isius College Little Theatre pre­
sented the first public showing 
of Jean Giraudoux’s The Apollo 
of Bellac. The one-act play will 
be performed at LeMoyne Uni­
versity, Syracuse, on February 
28, as part of a drama competi­
tion among the Jesuit schools, 
LeMoyne, St. Peter’s College, and 
Canisius College.
Darlene Pickering, a Sopho- 
ntore at RHC, is the female lead 
opposite John Buscaglia and John 
Enright of Canisius. Donna Ben-
incasa, also of Rosary Hill, play­
ed a minor role. The highly im­
aginative play is, in the words 
of Miss Beincasa, “a French fan­
tasy with deep philosophical un­
dertones and tender humor.”
St. Bonaventure University is 
also laying plans for its Second 
Annual Spring Arts Festival. -Ro­
sary Hill, along with Niagara, 
Nazareth, Alfred, Buffalo State, 
Canisius and D’Youville has been 
extended an invitation to par­
ticipate in the Drama Contest to 
be held April 5-9. Three Cash 
awards are being offered.
Festival of Arts 
Begins Saturday
The Buffalo Festival of the 
Arts Today, a survey of current 
happenings in the arts, will be 
sponsored by The Buffalo Fine 
Arts Academy in cooperation 
with the Buffalo Philharmonic 
Orchestra, The University of the 
State of New York at Buffalo, 
New York State University Col­
lege at Buffalo, and the New 
York State Council on the Arts, 
between February 27 and March 
13, 1965.
The purpose of the festival 
is to study the impact of our 
mechanized, electronic society 
on contemporary artists. With 
this theme in mind, a number of 
distinguished speakers and ar­
tists including Roger L. Ste­
phens, Assistant to the President 
on the Arts, and internationally 
known playwright Eugene Iion- 
esco, will lecture on music, 
dance, and drama as well as 
subjects related to the general 
theme ranging from city plan­
ning to governmental interest in 
the arts.
The festival will open with an 
exhibit at the Albright Knox Art 
Gallery entitled “Art Today — 
Kinetic and Optic.” The follow­
ing day a concert, an exhibition 
of “Mid Century Genre,” and a 
synaposium conducted by Lukas 
Foss will take place. Lectures on 
modern dance and contemporary 
music will follow.
On March 5, poet Randell Jar- 
rel will participate in a discus­
sion of “Poetry Today,” On the 
previous evening, Mr. Jarrel will 
lecture at Rosary Hill at 8:00.
The American premier of four 
plays by Mr. Ionesco will take 
place on Saturday, March 6 at 
the Gallery Auditorium, where 
a film series will open the fol­
lowing afternoon.
Numerous other l e c t u r e s ,  
dances and concerts will be pre­
sented during the festival, all 
of which are impossible to list 
here. It is the expressed hope 
of all who have worked so dili­
gently in planning the festival 
that it will prove to be a stim­
ulating and exciting experience 
for both participants and audi­
ence.
The National Poetry Press 
invites all college students to 
submit manuscripts for con­
sideration for the Annual 
Anthology of College Poetry.
Entries must be submitted 
by April 10 to National Poetry 
Press, 3210 Selby Avenue, Los 
Angeles 34, California
Senior Placem ent
Examination dates for Seniors: 
applications available in the 
Placement Office.
Foreign Service Officers Ca­
reers Exam: (U.S. Department 
of State in Information Agency); 
apply before March 15, 1965; ex­
am taken on May 1, 1965.
New York State Professional 
Career Exam:
March 6, 1965 
April 3, 1965 
May 8, 1965 
Recruitment Dates:
March 2, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., 
U.S. Marine Corps 
March 2, 4:30 p.m., MSR 
Mr. J. Alan Davitt, Director 
of Diocese Se c o n d a r y 
Schools
(all seniors and juniors interest­
ed in teaching in a Catholic 
School are welcome to attend)
William B. Yeats Festival 
Celebrated at Rosary Hill
The second day of festivities 
marking the centenary celebra­
tion of the birthday of William 
Butler Yeats, a leading figure in 
Irish Literature, is currently un­
derway on the Rosary Hill cam­
pus.
This tribute to the Irish poet, 
dramatist, and essayist, opened 
with a panel discussion in Mar­
ion Social Room last night. Sis­
ter Georgia, who is directing the 
affairs of the three days, was 
joined in the discussion by Anne 
Wolfe ’65, Maureen Walsh, a ’64 
graduate of D’Youville, and Mary 
Jane Cry an, a senior from that 
college.
The three girls, who spent 
last summer in Ireland through 
the St. Patrick’s Scholarship 
Fund, were able to offer a first­
hand view of Yeats’ world.
Anne stressed the importance 
of his world in her explanation 
that Yeats tried to show the 
greatness of Ireland by empha­
sizing the culture, rather than 
encouraging the rebellion of his
Novak Scheduled
The Lenten Series Program for 
1965, under the chairmanship of 
Elizabeth Kawczynski and Elaine 
Lepeirs promises to be one of the 
most stimulating and informative 
events offered on campus this 
year.
The American Catholic of to­
day can not be satisfied with 
complacency nor be uninformed 
concerning the vital issues con­
fronting all religions. The Lenten 
Series provides the opportunity 
of listening to noted lecturers 
and discussing with them such 
pertinent issues as birth con­
trol, freedom and authority with­
in the Church, and the role of 
woman in contemporary society. 
The “conscientious Catholic” can­
not afford not to participate in 
this event.
The keynote speaker for the 
series extending from March 2nd 
to April 9th is MICHAEL NO­
VAK “a young philosopher and 
novelist who is now pursuing 
studies in the philosophy of reli­
gion at Harvard University and 
whose articles and books on re­
form in the Catholic Church have 
attracted national attention.” Mr. 
Novak is the author of The New 
Generation: American and Cath­
olic which is a collection of essays 
that has stimulated much inter­
est and discussion on campus.
On TUESDAY, MARCH 2, 1965, 
MICHAEL NOVAK will speak at 
Sacred Heart Academy at 8:00
Schedule Set 
For Elections
Elections for Student Govern­
ment Officers consist of both 
primaries and final elections.
By means of the primaries, the 
candidates are selected from the 
original nominees. The candidates 
then campaign for a period of 
one week at the end of which 
the new officers are elected.
The Primary elections of the 
President and the Recording Sec­
retary will occur on March 12. 
Results will be available by March 
15. Campaign week follows, be­
ginning on Tuesday, March 16 
and culminating in the final vot­
ing of March 22.
March 25 is the date set for 
primary elections of the Vice- 
President, the Corresponding Sec­
retary, and the Treasurer. The 
candidates for these offices will 
begin their campaigning March 
29 and final elections will be 
held on April 2.
Lucille Holmes and Sheila Sul­
livan head the Election Com­
mittee this year and state that 
students may still self-nominate 
themselves for Government office 
for the academic year ’65-’66.
time. He helped to revive an in­
terest in Irish nature and folk­
lore in both his fellow Irishmen 
and the rest of the w o r l d  
through his writings and the 
founding of the Abbey Theatre 
in Dublin.
This theme is again reflected 
in the program scheduled for 
tonight and tomorrow evening 
in Daemon Little Theatre. Mem­
bers of the Glee Club will sing 
authentic Irish songs. The Dance 
Club, directed by its president 
Cis Attea and Cathy Carey, will 
perform three Irish folk dances 
and two interpretations of Yeats’ 
poems.
Miss Seenie Rothier, a dance 
instructor at Rosary Hill, will 
solo a third interpretation.
Also on the program is a pre­
sentation of “Cathleen ni Hooli- 
han” by the Rosary Hill College 
Players. This rebel-stirring play 
written by Yeats only to please 
his lover later caused him much 
remorse, since it was contrary 
to his peaceful purposes.
For Lenten Series
p.m. This is a unique and valuable 
opportunity being offered to Ro­
sary Hill students—the opportu­




The Student Association of 
Rosary Hill has initiated a Sub­
marine Sandwich Sale to aug­
ment its treasury and in so do­
ing to offset expenses incurred 
by increased S. A. programming 
for second semester. The proj­
ect went into effect February 
15, 1965.
Student senators chose this 
project as the means to finance 
enriched programming when it 
became evident that the pro­
posed plans for the Lenten ser­
ies and other projects had neces­
sitated increased funds. A S.A. 
investigating committee surveyed 
various money raising projects 
and presented them to the Sen­
ate on November 9 for their 
selection and approval.
If the project continues to be 
lucrative it will be extended. 
Each succeeding week, one of 
the four classes will supervise 
the program’s organization and 
management.
The submarines are being sold 
in the Snack Bar from 4-6 p.m. 
and throughout the dorms and 
apartments during the evening.
«3ntercolleaiate
D’Youville—
Feb. 26— Freshman Dance, 
Elks Club
Feb. 27—Resident Dance, 
Closed
St. Bonaventure—
Feb. 26—Freshman Dance, 
Bishop Walsh High, 8-12
Canisius—
Feb. 23—Basketball Trip to 
Syracuse
Feb. 26—Canisius Mixer, 
Student Union, 9-1
State—
March 3—Jose Limon and 
Company,
Rockwell Aud., 8 p.m.
Lectures Slated
Joseph J. Ricotta, M.D., Di­
rector of the Buffalo Family 
Clinic, will deliver a series of 
lectures concerning “Woman­
hood” in Lourdes Lounge on 
March 16, 23, and 30. The lec­
tures will involve discussion of 
the anatomy, function, and emo­
tions of women—topics which 
should be of interest to all stu­
dents. Each session will begin at 
7:30 and will be followed by a 
question period.
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Open Forum Controversy: 
RH Atmosphere Clouded?
Many questions have arisen as a result of the Open 
Forum of February 17. But perhaps the most basic ques­
tion raised is that of the quality of the intellectual atmos­
phere of Rosary Hill.
It appeared to be the concensus of the majority at­
tending the Forum that this “ atmosphere” is indeed lack­
ing on our campus. Also apparently affirmed is the 
need to activate intellectual thought.
Both points necessitate serious consideration.
True, Rosary Hill is not, as a rule, prone to stage 
demonstration, or similarily make known the feelings of 
the campus, but it is unfair to term the intellectual atmos­
phere as “ dead” on this campus, as was done at the Open 
Forum.
The students of Rosary Hill are active, are vital, are thinking. 
As on all campuses, there are the many who are content —  content 
with fifty-minute classes to encompass the knowledge of a subject. 
But we do have on campus those who are in search of a true know­
ledge, a thorough education.
These latter, however, will not increase their ranks 
through the means proposed, at the Forum or as a re­
sult of the Forum.
It has been suggested that the bookstore be extended, 
that more material vital to the interested student be 
available. This is a good proposal, however, it is not 
going to encourage any further intellectual thought than 
is already apparent on this campus. The appeal is cen­
tered on the already-active student.
The suggestion flowing from the Forum deserves 
special attention, the suggestion being that Rosary HlTPl 
should hold more discussions, more debates. The pro­
posal was presented in such a way that it appears that 
the debates would be held for the sake of having a de­
bate, rather than being held because of a need to air con­
flicting points of view.
A debate which is artificially set up, which is staged because of 
superficial reasons, can ,yield only artificial results. The campus 
may then appear to have an “intellectual atmosphere,” but in fact, 
it will be a state of pseudo-intellectualism.
Once we start to discuss without a background for 
discussion, once we start to debate without sufficient rea­
son for debating, and once we start to be intellectual with­
out deep-rooted thinking behind us, Rosary Hill will in­
deed find herself in the position of the college completely 
lacking an intellectual atmosphere, in the position of the 
“ dead” campus.
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Letters To The Editor:
Campaigns and Remembrances
Dear Editor,
In observing the results of the 
self-nomination ballots for Stu­
dent Government offices, I think 
the entire student body should be 
concerned, and if not concerned 
should have food for thought.
The lack of response on the 
part of the student body to self- 
nominate themselves for an office 
of responsibility certainly, I’ll ad­
mit reaffirms the general apathy 
that seems to be controlling the 
college; a lack of interest that 
we’ve all discovered this week, is 
“stifling intellectual pursuit.” But 
this fault lies not entirely on the 
student body as a whole and on 
the faculty and the administration 
but some of the blame must rest 
on the Student Government.
There are a lot of intellectual 
discussions, committee meetings 
and more intellectual discussions 
which are well and good — they 
do serve a purpose, but the Stu­
dent Government is nil in per­
forming its main function, that 
of a representative body. The 
communication that is supposed
Retreat: Review
The concept of a modern re­
treat was first experiences at 
Rosary Hill in early December. 
In an effort to prepare for the 
retreats for this month, February 
12-13 and 26-27, Donna Geary 
has prepared a survey of reac­
tions by the students to this 
first “new” retreat.
“I liked it” . . .  “discussion 
groups should be longer” . . . 
“I’m learning” . . . “for the at­
mosphere, it was the best it 
could be.” These were comments 
heard as students filed from 
M.S.R. on Sunday, December 3, 
as the first RHC retreat, con­
ducted by Rev. Stephen Doyle, 
came to a close. Opinion seemed 
to be weighed in the positive 
vein and the student cry for 
“reform” in the retreat format 
was being answered.
Sophomore Donna Benincasa, 
in discussing the innovations in 
the retreat format, “I liked the 
way it was done. Father Doyle 
was very good and I liked his 
approach to the personal Christ 
with whom we find love in this 
world. The whole image of 
Christ was more personal be­
cause Father fused it together 
with the image of a personal 
Christ.
I also liked the way Father 
Doyle stressed the positiveness 
of love, especially as it comes 
from a woman and my reaction 
to the entire two days could be 
summed up in that I felt I should 
‘pick my chin off the floor’ since 
there’s so much to live for.”
Julie Lennon said the retreat 
was a long awaited change. “The 
discussion groups really impres­
sed me as they did the other 
seniors. I was the leader of 
the discussion group of fresh­
men. Their enthusiasm to talk 
out their problems and to re­
solve them impressed me.
In enjoyed Father Doyle’s talks 
as did the freshmen I spoke to.”
Dorm student Margaret Ha- 
walka stated, “ I liked the priest,
Debaters Ninth 
At U B Tourney
Rosary Hill’s Debaters have fi­
nally made it to a tournament. 
This weekend they went to the 
U.B. Great Lakes Tournament, 
faced 24 experienced teams in 
competition and placed ninth. 
With a 6 win, 4 loss record, the 
coaches Mr. Les Foschio and Mr. 
Sheldon Evans said that the girls 
did exceedingly well for their 
first debate tournament.
to be between the body and the 
majority of students is practically 
non-existent.
Everyone has a vague feeling 
about the Student Government 
which seems to amount to seeing 
the body as a group of bodies who 
are trying to do something but 
missing the mark. As a result, the 
exciting, competitive Campaign 
that has been a definite highlight 
of spirit in the school has dimin­
ished to non-involvement policy 
on the part of the student body. 
This is a problem which all facets 
of the college must face and its 
solution which I cannot attempt 
to give, will require not discus­
sion but action resulting in stimu­
lation which in turn brings action 
again.
We want academic freedom, we 
want an intellectual atmosphere, 
we want enthusiasm, but are we, 
as a college, willing to accept the 
responsibility that brings these 
things? Decision are always dif­
ficult but one must be made.
—A Student
to Improvement
his personality and his subjects. 
The discussion group idea was 
good but we couldn’t come to 
a conclusion.”
“What do you mean a conclu­
sion?” retorted Margaret’s room­
mate Kathy Marafino. “The dis­
cussion groups were good, for 
even if we did have questions, 
Father would answer them in 
the question-answer period. How­
ever, Father’s subjects were a 
little vague.”
Carol Bartczak, a student from 
Westbury, L.I., was impressed, 
“A great improvement. I think 
it was very good. Saturday, for 
instance, I particularly liked, for 
Father seemed to be following 
one trend and letting it be view­
ed in different aspects.”
“I especially liked the two 
pamphlets which I found to be 
above average, better than those 
I’ve seen in school,” mused Mary 
Benincasa when asked her opi­
nion of the retreat. “Another 
interesting facet was the format 
for the stations of the cross. 
Father would choose 14 girls who 
would write a meditation on- one 
of the stations. Not only did 
these student made meditations 
encourage these particular girls 
to meditate, but it was an im­
petus for all of us to meditate 
on the stations.”
Susan Morrison aptly describ­
ed the retreat as “providing 
every opportunity for someone 
to derive something from it. It 
was an informal format where 
I felt as if Father Doyle was 
not preaching down to us but 
rather he, a person much more 
learned and holy, was speaking 
directly to each one of us. The 
retreat was no longer the an­
nual retreat’, a two-day com­
pulsory prayer melt, but rather 
it became a singular experience, 
one you could not forget.”
Donna Geary
Are you lovely to look at? Do 
you compare favorably with the 
mannequins in G l a m o u r  mag- 
agine? Are you well-dressed, 
poised and fashionable? If your 
answers to the above questions 
are affirmative, then you may 
be Rosary Hill’s entrant in Gla­
mour magazine’s ninth annual 
“Ten Best Dressed College Girls” 
Contest!
The winners of this nationwide 
competition will be featured in 
the August College Issue of Gla­
mour and will be the guests of 
that magazine in New York dur­
ing the month of June. This 
year, Rosary Hill College has
Dear Editor,
Thank you for printing our let­
ter in the last issue of the Ascent 
— the response was tremendous. 
We have received bulletins, the 
paper, the Heights, more bulletins 
and now can consider ourselves 
well-informed.
Please keep up the remem­
brance.
We are sorry however^-that 
many misinterpreted our letter. 
It was not a complaint directed 
at one individual, but rather, a 
plea to the entire school for re­
membrance. If we didn’t care, we 
wouldn’t even have taken the 
time to write. >
Thanks again.
Sincerely,




By ANNE LEARY  
Sue Mekus, ’68:
Pretty generally I do like the 
Ascent. I particularly enjoy Let­
ters to the Editor and sometimes 
the editorial column. I would like 
to see more controversy and less 
religion. I think the setup of the 
paper as a springboard to dis­
cussion is good. I hope, however,» 
that the proof readers do a lot 
better this semester.
Mary Jane Moran, ’67:
The Ascent seems to be geared 
for only one type of student and 
neglects a large portion of the 
student body. The articles aren’t 
interesting and don’t contain a 
widespread range of coverage. 
How about some articles on the 
brighter side of student life. 
Diane Thurston, ’67:
I like the Ascent. I read it for a 
review of campus events. Some 
articles are overlength and I do 
think the paper could give more 
complete coverage to college pro­
jects. I also think the paper could 
report on Buffalo area happen­
ings that would be of interest 
to a college student.
Mary Ann Callahan, ’65:
On the whole the Ascent is very 
good. I don’t want to be ultra- 
feminine but I think the paper 
should i n c l u d e  one or two 
columns of interest just to wom­
en. At times the paper seems to 
go overboard and is pseudo-in­
tellectual. Rosary Hill has a social 
and political side besides an in­
tellectual one.
Kathy Sams, ’68:
On the whole I like the Ascent. 
One of the best features was the 
Kerr-Cuddy debate. I think there 
should be more editorials of a 
controversial nature. I wish there 
were more articles by freshmen 
for freshmen.
Sue Glaser, ’65:
I think the paper is pseudo- 
intellectual. There is a variety 
of people on campus and the 
paper isn’t reaching all of them. 
The Ascent lacks interest in many 
areas.
Editor’s Note: The Ascent wel­
comes all writers to its staff.
been invited to select the best 
dressed girl on our campus and 
submit her as our school’s rep­
resentative in the above men­
tioned contest. As the sponsor 
of this event on campus, The 
ASCENT has planned an elec­
tion through which we hope to 
choose our “best dressed girl.”
The balloting will take place 
on Wednesday, March 3. Ballot 
boxes will be placed in various 
places throughout the school.
We would encourage every stu­
dent to take a good look at the 
fashionable young ladies about 
her, and then vote for the best 
dressed girl of her choice.
Nationwide Competition 
Sponsored On Campus
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By Phyllis Frisca
Position of Student Teacher Examined
Charlene Haykel Comments 
On Novak's New Generation
Further comments of this arti­
cle will appear in a later issue 
of the ASCENT by faculty mem­
bers of the Education Concen­
tration to whom this has also 
been submitted.
Question: Do you have any 
comments or constructive criti­
cisms concerning the system of 
student teaching employed by the 
Secondary Education Department 
of Rosary Hill College?
Mary Benincasa, English: “Some 
observations that had to be writ­
ten on the minimum every two 
weeks seemed unnecessary. For 
example, one concerning the 
watching of two students in class 
for a day. Others could be cov­
ered in seminar, for example of 
what to look for in a school 
system. Specific Methods should 
be the last course taken before 
student teaching, or perhaps run 
concurrently with the teaching 
experience, so all of the informa­
tion gained can be fresh in mind. 
Also, the student in Secondary 
Education should have straight 
psychology and sociology courses 
instead of watered-down educa­
tion courses. Perhaps have a more 
practical type of psychology 
course available; that is, one 
which would give the future 
teacher advice on spotting neuro­
tic or psychotic tendencies in 
children, or care of the epileptic.’ ’
Carol Grandits, Biology: “Our 
department was very understand­
ing with our work. We found that 
the pressures weren’t that great, 
even though our work was due as 
everyone else. We truly appreci­
ated the degree of consideration 
on our teacher’s part. The mate­
rial available at Rosary Hill was 
always on hand for our use. The 
education library was good to a 
certain extent, but it was closed 
when we most needed it. The 
system followed by Rosary Hill 
is just as good as State’s or 
D’Youville, because each has a 




Students, faculty and adminis­
tration collected in Lourdes 
Lounge on February 17, 1965 for 
a candid exchange of opinion 
on “Does the environment of 
Catholic education stifle intel­
lectual pursuits?” Co-chaired by 
Charlene Haykel and Mr. Leary, 
this discussion was an extension 
of one query* raised at the last 
forum.
Using a quote from Mademoi­
selle, Mr. Glizzo inquired if Cath­
olic colleges indoctrinated stu­
dents and generated “cookie cut­
ters.” Father Krigler urged stu­
dents to “hunt” after knowledge 
and not steer away from “cogna- 
tive dissonance.”
Among the many proposals 
were (1) a guest philosopher, po­
et etc. in residence for a certain 
period of time, (2) better utiliza­
tion of the experiences of for­
eign students and (3) an exten­
sion of the bookstore. When the 
suggestion for supplementary 
seminars arose it was met with 
a pessimistic “how many people 
would take advantage of the op­
portunity?” Perhaps one way to 
discover the answer would have 
been through a greater partici­
pation in the forum. Although 
some faculty and students advo­
cated some changes or at least 
offered their opinions, many 
others merely vegetated. Per­
haps more communication will 
take place at the next open for­
um on March 15.
Although it is impossible to 
draw a conclusion to such a dis­
cussion, Mr. Leary and others 
felt that we did at least attack 
the problem.
Toni Dubiel, English: “I agree 
with the system—it is the only 
practical one. I would not like 
to take the class load that I 
would have missed by student 
teaching the following semester 
because of my thesis and com­
préhensives. Some of the charts 
of hours were redundant, and in 
the end nobody really wanted 
them. I found that taking Gen­
eral Methods was more meaning­
ful for me than others in the 
class, because it was given dur­
ing the first six weeks of my 
practice teaching. Also, before 
Christmas a letter was sent to 
the sponsor teachers stating that 
gift giving was getting out of 
hand, and requesting that Rosary 
Hill student teachers neither give 
presents, nor receive any. The 
way it was worded seemed to 
make it most difficult to say 
thank you to our sponsor teach­
ers since thé end of the practice 
session coincided with the Christ­
mas Season. It seems that no 
good effect was made by this 
letter on the schools that re­
ceived it.
Judy Meyers, History and Gov­
ernment: “The program might be 
worked so that the first six 
weeks could be spent entirely on 
Education courses, and the last 
six devoted to teaching full time. 
The way it runs presently, the 
student gets an artificial view­
point of the teaching profession 
she will experience. With the 
pressure of a full credit-hour load, 
most don’t have the opportunity 
to give justice to both jobs, and 
usually classes suffer . . .if not 
both. The observation and co­
operation from the Education De­
partment was very satisfactory.
Charlene Haykel, English: “To 
teach full time instead of part- 
time and attend classes in the 
afternoon is just impossible. Your 
time and effort is divided be­
tween at least two or three major 
responsibilities. I would advocate 
full time student teaching for a
A few words of well deserved 
recognition to Antoinette Dubiel, 
Carol Grandits, Anne Wolfe, and 
their committee for the most 
befitting testimonial to S i s t e r  
Georgia. The dinner took place 
on February 11, in Lourdes din­
ing room and was preceded by 
a reception in the lounge.
Following dinner Miss Dubiel 
announced Sister Paula speak­
ing for Sister Angela, who was 
unable to attend. Sister Paula 
being a former high school stu­
dent of Sister Georgia was able 
to give some insight into addi­
tional talents of Sister Georgia 
which may not have been per­
ceived by those on campus.
Speaking after Sister Paula, 
Miss Charlene Haykel had the 
honor of expressing the tribute 
of the sixteen preceding student 
associations to which Sister has 
been connected. Charlene warm­
ly referred to her as “a lovable 
cohort in the experience of 
learning.” In closing she pre­
sented Sister with a gift from 
the present student body of Ros­
ary Hill. The gift, a calligraphy 
print of a Chaucer excerpt suit­
ably read:
“She was so diligent, without- 
en slouthe,
To serve and plesen everich 
in that place
That alle hir loven that looken 
in hir face.”
Miss Kathaleen Roberts gave an 
anecdotal narrative, allowing 
some heretofore little-k n o w n 
secrets of Sister Georgia and 
her involvement in Rosary Hill 
College to escape.
shorter period of time. I also 
think that the transition from 
concentration subjects into the 
high school teaching of those 
subjects is radical, and that in 
order to have the concentration 
courses, taken in the first three 
years, have any effect for the 
student teacher, observation of 
high school class situations and 
familiarity with the high school 
curriculum in the Education 
courses is absolutely necessary.
Mary Ann Truby, Mathematics: 
“Classes in the afternoon should 
be fewer for those who practice 
teach, so these students can have 
enough time to truly put them­
selves in the school situation, and 
still study, get homework done, 
and wake up at six-forty-five in 
the morning. Some student teach­
ers are even taking the same 
amount of courses as other mem­
bers of the Rosary Hill student 
body, and some are taking even 
more.
Ann Wolfe, English: “ It was 
very difficult to manage the 
schedule in school, and student 
teach because of two or three pre­
parations a day. I think that 
as long as the supervisor from 
Rosary Hill gives the grade, she 
should observe at least three or 
four times during the period of 
practice teaching. It is impossible 
to judge by one observation. 
Possibly the sponsor teacher 
could give the mark, or work 
in conjunction with the supervi­
sor on it. This was a tremendous 
opportunity . . .  I enjoyed it.”
On Thursday evening, February 
18, a Sister-student dialogue on 
the “Role of the Nun in the 
Modern World” was held in 
Lourdes Lounge. Those attending 
can guarantee that the discussion 
was enjoyable as well as informa­
tive. It provided the opportunity 
for Sisters and students to in­
formally air their opinions on
As editor of the yearbook Ei­
leen Hothow announced to Sis­
ter Georgia and the students 
present that the 1965 edition of 
the Summit has been dedicated 
to Sister Georgia. Eileen ex­
pressed belief that this is the 
first time a Rosary Hill year­
book has been dedicated and 
that it was felt a most suitable 
occasion.
Students were not the only 
ones to pay homage to Sister 
Georgia, however. It was the 
privilege of Miss Anne Wolf 
to read to Sister a message of 
congratulations from Mark Van 
Doren.
The concluding words of the 
evening were those of Sister 
Georgia herself who expressed 
her thanks and described the 
qualities that she would hope 
to find in all Rosary Hill grad­
uates — those of a learned, cul­
tured, gracious and holy woman. 
It was also her hope that in the 
near future every girl would 
have the opportunity to experi­
ence a professional presentation 
of all the fine arts, the ballet, 
opera and symphonies specific­
ally, during their four years of 
membership in the college com­
munity.
The testimony for Sister Geor­
gia was warm and fitting — it 
expressed the feelings of the 
students for a Dean who has 
done her utmost to achieve for 
them and it was a testimonial 
to a woman — dedicated in ev­
ery effort, but over all, dedi­
cated to God.
There can be many pro and 
con positions to Michael Novak’s 
religious and philosophical points 
of view. One can assent to much 
and just as vigorously resent the 
implications of some of his stands. 
I find it most difficult, however, 
not to be moved by his dynamic 
concept of the new generation, 
not to be impressed by the depth 
and incisiveness with which he 
has viewed and articulated the 
pertinent issues.
In his book, A New Generation: 
American and Catholic, Mr. No­
vak has penetrated the platitudes 
which have become almost a tradi­
tion in the “mea-culpa” self-re- 
flections of American Catholics, 
generally and most particularly 
of American Catholic college stu­
dents. The deliberate straight for­
wardness of his expression tempts 
the reader to think seriously 
about the problems which con­
front him but does not try to 
bait him into self-examination. 
His own genuine concern with the 
issues, his own comprehensive 
treatment of the problems are too 
genuine to make such false at­
tempts necessary.
He can say in his chapter on 
“Catholic and Secular” that 
“Catholic pastoral theory seems 
clearly to favor the weak, the 
slow, the undiscerning . . . and 
that.” On the contrary, the se­
cular theorist favors the strong, 
the bright, the critical. — But 
he can also support what he says.
And yet his is not an over- 
enthusiastic, uninformed liberal­
ism which abandons the Catholic
various topics and clarify many 
misconceptions on the role of 
the nun today.
The visiting Sisters are part of 
the Diocesan Vocation Informa­
tion Program which consists of 
an arbitrarily divided group of 
forty religious orders organized 
mainly as an information group. 
The orders represented in our 
area include nine religious orders 
and one lay group, the Daughters 
of Saint Francis. They visit vari­
ous colleges, parishes, CYO’s and 
parent groups in an effort to 
further understanding of their 
way of life. Anyone wishing to 
have more information on this 
panel may contact Sister M. Ei­
leen, D.C. at Sister’s Hospital or 
Fran Bourque ’67, Religious Co­
ordinator.
M iss P. McGovern
A new generation, American 
and Catholic, is now emerging 
from its cocoon. Michael Novak 
articulates their attitude as “criti­
cal and nervous, preoccupied with 
breaking through the shell rather 
than with flight.” Apparently the 
young ones’ aim is not to be 
butterflies.
Almost all they seem sure of 
is an overprotected past, at this 
moment of suspension in a situa­
tion of temporal tension, on the 
threshold of establishing an 
identity. All are aflutter with 
inner conflicts about the future. 
Yet this must not make us dis­
traught since “ it is just this un­
certainty regarding the future 
that marks this generation as 
creative.”
To help our understanding Mr. 
Novak attempts an analysis of 
what it means to be American 
and Catholic in the present gen­
eration.
His judgment of what education 
should be is integral to this ana­
lysis. Timidly I propose to pre­
sent a summary: For him all 
problems seem to stem from false 
epistemologies. As the solution 
he offers another myth of know-
to a negative attitude of self­
depreciation.
“Middle-Class Christianity . A . 
was always prudent, small vi­
sioned, secure. It dared little with 
its gaudy colored plaster statues, 
or its devices to protect the little 
world of the entrepeneur. In the 
person of many university pro­
fessors, middle class secular hu­
manism is not much more daring. 
It thinks of itself as humble in 
its agnosticism, and eschews the 
“ mystic flights” of metaphysi­
cians, theologians, and dreamers; 
it is cautious and remote in deal­
ing with heightened and pas­
sionate experiences that are the 
stuff of much great literature.”
If any group of people ever 
needed a sense of identity, pur­
pose, and certainly, self-know­
ledge, our generation is that 
group. If Mr. Novak is not our 
spokesman, he is certainly our 
precursor, perhaps our crafts­
man.
There is indeed . . . “ a heavi­
ness in the air as before a rain; 
a heaviness which he has painted 
out and in part produced, and 
a rain which we must learn how 
to release.”
C. C. Game Near
LET’S GO! DEFEAT OUR FOE 
at the Rosary Hill - D’Youville 
basketball game, March 14, at 
8:00 p.m. It will be held at 
Cardinal O’Hara High School. The 
donation will be one dollar for 
the Catholic Charities. At the 
last game in December we went 
down to D’Youville but not to 
the United Fund. We went way 
over our goal by your generosity. 
Let’s repeat the generosity and 
support our team and the Catholic 
Charities.
This will also be the last time 
to see Roberta (Bobbie) Drewniak 
at play. She is a senior this 
year and has done well for the 
Rosary Hill team throughout her 
four year basketball career here. 
Other seniors who will play their 
last game next Sunday are Joan 
Przyblya, Kay Zimmerman, and 
Chris Lourdal. A junior on the 
team is Linda Nichols. Sue Mc­
Ginnis is a sophomore and the 
freshman holding up their end 
are Sue Schmit, Shirley Lord, 
Jackie Drewniak, Ann and Kathy 
Travis, and Carol Sinnott.
Let’s complement their effort 
at this basketball game and make 
a good showing. “HEY—HEY 
WHAT DO YOU SAY? LET’S GO 
—ALL THE WAY!”
ing, in which understanding is 
the key factor.
Authentic understanding is 
achieved by an activity in which 
the Whole Person confronts the 
data of experience, achieves an 
insight into its meaning, says 
“I get it,” and finally passes judg­
ment, and affirms (smugly?) that 
it is so.
In educating for such under­
standing indoctrination would be 
avoided since the teacher can 
only present information and 
create a climate which would 
stimulate the desire to under­
stand.
Individual insight and affirma­
tion will be achieved by each 
uniquely, and certainty is to be 
attained in a milieu of diversity 
and dissent.
Fine, but would not such em­
phasis on certainty, and verifiable 
affirmation as a goal stifle crea­
tivity, which at the outset was 
declared to thrive on uncertainty.
Also, though intimidated, I find 
it rather far-fetched to fit every­
thing into an oversimplified ex­
planation of knowing. There’s so 
little I really understand, for in­
stance Mr. Novak’s new genera­
tion — I don’t think I “get it.”
Homage Payed Sister Georgia 
By Students at Testimonial
Sister - Student Dialogue Held Here
An Exercize In Understanding
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Buffalo Philharmonic 
Presents Unique Concerts
The Buffalo Philharmonic or­
chestra, under conductor Lukas 
Foss, will present a program of 
“The Last Ten Years in Music,” 
a musical event of historic import­
ance, on February 28 and March 
2.
Hang onto your hat on Friday, 
March 5 at 8:30 p.m. when, in 
Kleinhans Music Hall, the Buffalo 
Philharmonic Orchestra under 
conductor Ulrich Meyer will take 
on Dick Baars and his Slabtown 
Marching Society Band in a “Jazz 
vs. Classics” program.
On February 28 the brilliant 
young pianist David Tudor will 
be heard in the “Concert for 
Piano and Orchestra” by John 
Cage, which will be conducted by 
the composer. The New York 
Times has said about Mr. Tudor: 
“A pianist of unique and stunning 
virtuosity” . . . “ I n c r e d i b l e  
clarity and beauty of tone.” The 
Emmanuel Temple Chorale, Fred 
D. Willis, director, will join Mr. 
Foss and the orchestra in “The 
Swallows of Salangan” by Morton 
Feldman.
On March 2 soprano Sylvia 
Brigham-Dimiziani, noted for her 
outstanding ability and virtuosity 
in the realm of contemporary mu­
sic will be heard in the “Improvi­
sations sur Mallarmé No. 2” by 
Pierre Boulez. On the same pro­
gram the Crane Collegiate Singers 
from The State University Col­
lege at Potsdam, New York, Brock 
McElheran, director, will join 
with the Center for the Creative 
and Performing Arts of the State 
University of New York at Buf­
falo in “Diaphonie” by Mauricio 
Kagel, conducted by the com­
poser. .
The orchestra will p r e s e n t  
Haydn’s “Symphony No. 88,” 
“ Carnival of the Animals” by 
Saint-Saëns, featuring Bernice 
Merritt as narrator and two ta­
lented area students as pianists. 
Concluding the orchestra portion 
of the program will be Gershwin’s 
great symphonic jazz composition 
“An American in Paris.”
Dick Baars, trumpet; Bob Nel­
son, piano; Glenn Kimmel, drums; 
Freddy Mandock, clarinet; Har­
old Imhoff, bass; and Hanz Kun- 
zel, trombone compose the Slab- 
town Marching Society Band. Dick 
Baars and his Slabtown Marching 
Society Band are “entertaining 
Dixieland jazz at its best” and 
are currently the featured attrac­
tion at America’s jazz spot, the 
Grandview Inn.
Mr. Baars will not say how he 
plans to challenge Haydn, Saint- 
Saëns and Gershwin, but what­
ever the outcome, it will be an 
evening of enjoyable entertain­
ment for all. All seats are $1.75, 
and reservations can be made by 
calling TT 5-5000.
Mad MUD Nears: 
Chairmen Chosen
To be heard on both dates are 
“Deserts” by Edgar Varese, 
“Tren” by Penderecki, and “Riff 
62” by Kilar. The concerts will 
be held in Kleinhans Music Hall 
at 2:30 p.m. on Sunday, February 
28, and 8:30 p.m. on Tuesday, 
March 2. For further informa­
tion, call TT 5-5000.
This afternoon, at 4:30, 
t h e r e  will be a discussion 
held in Marion Social Room 
Lounge. The topic will con­
cern Existentialism. Mr. Swi- 
narski and Mr. Ross, both 
members of the Rosary Hill 
faculty, will speak. The topic 
will then be open for discus­
sion.
Thursday, April 29 is it! That’s 
the date set for this year’s Mov­
ing-Up-Day. It promises to be 
truly overwhelming with its gen­
eral theme of “It’s a mad, mad, 
mad, mad . . .”
Nancy Amadeo, this year’s head 
of the festivities, and her co- 
chairman Cecile Viggiano, de­
clare that this year’s M.U.D. will 
be the best yet, and hint at a 
weekend of great fun, the de­
tails of which are still “off the 
record” and in the planning 
stages.
The float chairmen have been 
selected for each class: Fresh­
man Class, Claudia Sreinert and 
Nancy Green; Sophomore Class, 
Barbara Cullen and Jacqueline 
Thurn; Junior Class, Patricia 
Shannon.
Silver Opinion Contest 
Held at Rosary Hill College
During the months of February 
and March, Reed and Barton, 
America’s oldest major silver­
smiths, are conducting a '“Silver 
Opinion Competition” in which 
valuable scholarships totalling 
$2,050 are being offered to duly 
enrolled women students at a few 
selected colleges and universities.
Rosary Hill has been selected 
to enter this Competition in 
which the First Grand Award is 
a $500 cash scholarship; Second 
Grand Award is a $300 scholar­
ship; Third Grand Award is a 
$250 scholarship; Fourth, Fifth 
and Sixth Awards are $200 schol­
arships; and Seventh, Eighth, 
Ninth and Tenth are $100 scholar­
ships. In addition, there will be 
100 other awards consisting of 
sterling silver, fine china and 
crystal with a retail value of 
approximately $50.00.
In the 1965 “Silver Opinion 
Competition,” an entry form il­
lustrates twelve designs of sterl­
ing with eight designs of both 
china and crystal. The entrants 
simply list the three best com­
binations of sterling, china, and 
crystal from the patterns illus­
trated. Scholarships and awards 
will be made to those entries 
matching or coming closest to the 
unanimous selections of table­
setting editors from three of the 
nation’s leading magazines.
Miss JoAnne Bakeman is the 
Student Representative who is 
conducting the “Silver Opinion 
Competition” for Reed & Barton 
at Rosary Hill. Those interested 
in entering the “Silver Opinion 
Competition” should contact Miss 
JoAnne Bakeman at Lourdes Hall, 
Ext. 357 for entry blanks and for 
complete details concerning the 
Competition rules. She also has 
samples of 12 of the most popular 
Reed & Barton designs so that 
entrants can see how these sterl­
ing patterns actually look.
Through the opinions on silver 
desogn expressed by college wom­
en competing for these scholar­
ships Reed & Barton hopes to 
compile a valuable library of ex­
pressions of young American 
Taste.
Support the Yeats Festival 
Tonight and Tomorrow
Columbia to Host Annual 
Journalism Convention
Lenten Evaluation 
In Terms of Others
It is that time of year again— 
time of making resolutions, time 
of forgetting about candy or 
cigarettes for a while, time of 
assuming an attitude—but is it 
a meaningful time?
Can Lent really have any 
meaning other than it did ’way 
back when in the grades if it 
is still observed at the same 
level as it was then? Can a sac­
rifice of a piece of candy (which 
we really didn’t want anyway, 
and, besides, we can always have 
some on Sunday) be sufficient 
to warrant our saying that our 
Lenten observance was profit­
able? And this time should be 
a profitable one!
It should be a time of deep 
reflection, rather than merely a 
time of temporary discomfort. 
Lent should be an experience 
in itself — an experience which, 
because we have given it mean­
ing, in turn gives us something 
meaningful to enrich our lives.
Lent should be profitable in 
that we have the time set aside 
for the purpose to take a long, 
hard look at ourselves and come 
up with definite ideas as to how 
to go about improving upon this 
mistake that has developed 
throughout the year.
But no self-evaluation is worth­
while unless it involves the total 
self — unless it involves a giv­
ing up of forceful ideas about 
ourselves — and examines the 
true person, apart from any de­
lusion or external influences up­
on our judgement.
And the best way to prepare 
for this internal sacrifice is to 
make a sacrifice of ourselves to 
others. By giving to another, by 
giving of ourselves to another 
do we come to a better under­
standing of ourselves. This Lent 
the opportunity to do something 
for another is available. In fact, 
it is available every year, but 
there seems to be some indefin­
able hesitation to take advantage 
of it. The opportunity, of course, 
is the Catholic Charities Appeal. 
But why the hesitation?
Perhaps it is because it is an 
organized appeal, aimed at the 
entire community of Catholics? 
Some people might just feel that 
they don’t want to go along with 
everyone else—they’d rather do 
it “on their own.” They want no 
part of filling an envelope like 
everyone else.
But, naturally, that “on their 
own” will inevitably turn into 
“I forgot.” And this Lent is the 
same as all the others have been.
But this year let’s be different! 
Let’s make an active effort to 
give of ourselves — whether it 
be by giving up those few hours 
to go to the basketball game for 
the benefit of Catholic Charities, 
or by making the real effort to 
fill that envelope.
We may never see the contri­
bution again, but its effect will 
continue to rfeturn.
RHC Aids Fund; 
To Hold Contest
Working through the CCC, the 
Heart Fund of Buffalo utilized 
the energies of Rosary Hill girls 
in their Heart Sunday Drive, 
February 21. This year, unlike 
previous years, the girls served 
as Emergency Call Volunteers, 
completing unfinished calls for 
other workers in any area from 
noon until 5:30 Sunday.
In connection with the drive, 
it was announced by the Fund 
that a “Distinguished Service 
Medal” would be awarded to a 
winning essay in any campus 
publication on “Why Work for 
the Heart Fund?” The essay, of 
approximately 300 words, will be 
judged on originality, content, 
and grammar by Miss Mildred 
Spencer, Buffalo Evening News; 
Mr. Jerry Evarts, Courier Ex­
press; Mr. Robert Albey, Public 
Relations; and Mr. Roland Ken­
nedy, Board of Directors for the 
Heart Fund.
March 11, 12 and 13 are the 
dates set for the Forty-first An­
nual Convention of the Columbia 
Scholastic Press Association, the 
largest convention of editors in 
the world.
Starting with 308 delegates in 
its first year, 1925, the conven­
tion has. grown to an attendance 
of 5,734 delegates in 1964.
The convention is geared to 
the advisors and staffs of news­
papers, magazines and yearbooks 
of all academic levels, from the 
elementary publication to that 
of the college-university. The 
several divisions offer spécial 
programs designed to fit the 
need of the respective publican 
tion.
All phases of writing, editing, 
publishing and advising student 
publication will be covered in 
the more than 150 meetings, con­
ferences and discussions plan­
ned for the three-day period.
Students and advisers attend­
ing the convention will conduct 
and chair the discussions. Also 
present will be professional jour­
nalists and other personalities 
from public and professional 
life.
The balance maintained be­









sional newspapers, magazines 
and publishing houses on the 
one hand, and advisers and stu­
dents on the other, and the co­
operation of both facets of the 
convention make it one of the 
most productive and educative 
assemblies of the year.
The theme of the Convention, 
“ International U n d e r s t a n d -  
ing Through Mutual Coopera­
tion” is in appropriate observ­
ance of the twentieth anniver­
sary of the signing of the United 
Nations Charter.
RHC To Attend 
Press Convention
Members of the Ascent staff, 
in an effort to provide com­
plete news coverage, and to bet­
ter meet the needs of her 
readers, plan to attend the Col­
umbia Scholastic Press Associa­
tion Convention in New York 
City on March 11, 12 and 13.
Delegates to the Convention, 
editor Janice Lennon ’67, as­
sistant editor Betty Bruso ’67, 
and staff manager Marcia Pro- 
vok ’67, are now preparing for 
the assembly.
They are confident that this 
year’s Convention will prove an 
asset in the publishing of the 
Ascent. It will provide the 
needed opportunity to meet with 
other editors and staff members 
and in the many difficulties 
commonly met.
Problems of editorial policy 
and ethics, as well as the more 
mechanical aspects of lay-out 
and headlines are to be dis­
cussed throughout the three 
days. The more than 150 con­
ferences will offer helpful hints 
and needed guidance to those 
attending.
Delegates from area colleges, 
the University of Buffalo and 
D’Youville, are also planning on 
attending.
It should prove to be a valu­
able experience, valuable not 
only to the delegates themselves, 
but to the college community as 
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— Contemporary Greeting Cards —
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